TERRACOTTA RANGE

Accent™ Ridging
Mineral

Savanna

Antique Bronze

Barley Stone

Jaffa Red

Crimson Blaze

Evergreen

Ghost Gum Grey

Feldspar

Sydney Red

Wild Choc

Eclipse

accentuate

Additional terracotta colours are also available

your eye for style

Turn generic into standout
and sharpen up your rooﬂine
with Accent™ Ridging, a lowline ridge system to enhance
terracotta tiles.
Whether ﬂat or shaped in
tile proﬁle, Accent™ Ridging
aligns ridge capping endto-end in one smooth line
without steps.
For the ultimate
contemporary silhouette
of clean lines and sleek
simplicity, with all the
beneﬁts of terracotta.

Terracotta Shingle™ - Ghost Gum Grey

French Feldspar

Terracotta Shingle™ - Ghost Gum Grey

Why Terracotta?
Premium Quality:
Crafted from select natural clays that
are kiln-ﬁred to temperatures of 1100°C
for exceptional character and strength
that is virtually maintenance-free.
Stunning Colour:
In the latest new hues, a vitreous
ceramic coating protects from
harsh UV exposure for superior
colour performance and smooth
surface ﬁnish.

Design Freedom:
Boral’s Terracotta Shingle™ tiles can
achieve a roof pitch as low as 15 degrees.
Team with low-line Accent™ Ridging to
remove bulkiness across ridgelines and
achieve a clean sleek ﬁnish.
Exceptional Performance:
Salt-safe and frost resistant, terracotta
Accent™ Ridging is suitable for all
locations including coastal areas. Just ask
us for a copy of our 50-year guarantee.

Terracotta
Shingle™

French

Swiss

For more information on Boral Accent™ Ridging call 1300 363 072 or visit www.boral.com.au/imagine
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TERRACOTTA RANGE

Accent™ Ridging

accentuate

French - Feldspar

clean, contemporary lines
U
U
U
U
U

Suitable for all Boral Terracotta tile proﬁles
No more bulky ridgelines to achieve an integrated look across your home
Low ridge profile may assist where height restrictions apply
CSIRO tested to ensure superior weatherproofing
No metal flashings needed under hip and top ridge

Terracotta Shingle™ - Wild Choc

Accent™ Ridge speciﬁcations
Accent™ Ridge Cap
Actual Length
Actual Width
Exposed Length
Exposed Width
No. of pieces per lineal metre

430mm
265mm
415mm
265mm
2.5

Top Ridge Shingle Roof

Shell End
Actual Length
Actual Width
Exposed Length
Exposed Width

435mm
265mm
415mm
265mm

Top Ridge French Roof

Finished Height above Roof Frame ridge line
Proﬁle

Standard Ridge Proﬁle Height

Accent™ Ridge Proﬁle Height

Shingle

130mm

110mm

French

135mm

115mm

Swiss

155mm

135mm

Note: Above heights are calculated on a roof pitch of 25 degrees with 38mm thick tile battens.

Hip Roof

Security Fixing
U Flexible pointing is acceptable for
N1,N2 & N3 wind classifications.
U Additional mechanical fixing is
required for N4 and greater wind
classifications. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Accent™ Ridge Fixing for N4
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Apex Finish

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Terracotta tile products and Accent™ Ridges are individually kiln-fired and feature minimal natural variations that mean they
are not uniformly flat. Each tile and Accent™ Ridge can vary up to 5mm-8mm along the horizontal plane and pallets should
be blended across the roof to achieve a beautiful result of authentic character. Some photos featured in this flyer are artists
impressions of how Terracotta roof tiles will look on a roof. These images are computer generated. Please ensure a tile
display is viewed prior to making a final product decision. Product information contained in this leaflet is correct at the time
of printing however is subject to change without notice. Colours shown are indicative only and should not be used for final
selection. Colours are subject to change without notice. Check print date prior to product selection. Roof tile colours may vary
in shades throughout the manufacturing process therefore it is important that roof tiles are blended consistently across the
roof. Boral Roofing will replace any roof tile which fails the Australian Standard 2049 roof tiles. Please ask for a copy of the
Boral Roofing 50 year guarantee before making your purchase. During transportation and installation small blemishes such
as scuffing and chip marks may occur. These are not considered a production fault and will not detract from the performance
of the roof tile. © copyright Boral Montoro Pty Limited all rights reserved 2006. ™ Terracotta Shingle is a trademark of Boral
Montoro Pty Limited. ™ Accent is a trademark of Boral Montoro Pty Limited. Print date February 2009.
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